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An effective yet neglected option to limit the detrimental effects of car traffic in natural tourist destinations is the
imposition of vehicle quotas. Defining the right quota for a road system, however, may not be straightforward
because of the complex connection between the number of vehicles entering the system and traffic levels across
space and over time. In this paper, we present a novel approach to tackle this issue that combines agent-based
modeling and standards of quality, and we use it to define an hourly quota aimed at limiting traffic congestion
and demand for parking along a scenic road in the Dolomites (Italian Alps). The model is designed and calibrated
using geospatial and traffic data, and the acceptability of the quotas is further tested according to the hourly
modal splits they might induce.
Our model simulations highlight that, by redistributing morning traffic inflows, the quota can almost elim
inate congestion with only a negligible impact on overall traffic figures. Further, while traffic reductions of up to
35% may be needed to eliminate traffic-related issues, more reasonable reductions (i.e. 10–25%) may be enough
to address most of those. From an empirical perspective, the paper shows the effectiveness of quotas in sus
tainable transport and tourism; from a policy and management perspective, it proposes an approach for the
definition of an ideal quota. The design of a quota system, however, requires detailed implementation and
communication strategies, and more advanced simulation tools to capture circulation patterns induced by such
strategies.

1. Introduction
The steady growth of the tourism sector – 1.4 billion international
arrivals in 2018, 5.4% more than the previous year (UNWTO, 2019) –
and particularly nature-oriented tourism (Buckley, 2000; Balmford
et al., 2009), is forcing more and more outdoor destinations (e.g. na
tional parks) to deal with exceptional traffic volumes and related issues
(NPS, 2014). These include widely acknowledged problems such as
congestion (Steiner and Bristow, 2000), air and noise pollution (White,
Aquino, Budruk, and Golub, 2011; Merchan, Diaz-Balteiro and Soliño,
2014), and conflicts with wildlife (Burson, Belant, Fortier, and
Tomkiewicz, 2000; Delgado et al., 2019), but also commonly neglected
externalities such as habitat fragmentation and land-use changes asso
ciated with the enhancement of road infrastructures and the creation of
parking lots for an increasing number of vehicles (Bruschi et al., 2015;
Orsi, 2015). All of this means a reduction in the quality of visitors’
recreational experience (Hallo and Manning, 2009; Benfield, Bell,
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Troup, and Soderstrom, 2010) and ultimately the impairment of the
very resources people are attracted to (Martin-Cejas, 2015).
Various studies have shown that the number of vehicles in natural
settings can hardly be reduced by simply making alternative transpor
tation systems (ATS) more attractive (e.g. higher frequency, lower
fares), but that the goal may be achieved when interventions on ATS are
coupled with measures directly aimed at discouraging the use of private
transport (Holding and Kreutner, 1998; Steiner and Bristow, 2000; Orsi
and Geneletti, 2015; Scuttari et al., 2018a). The most well-known of
such measures is road pricing, by which visitors are charged a fee to
drive their vehicles into areas that are particularly sensitive to the
impacts of traffic owing to their natural and infrastructural character
istics (Steiner and Bristow, 2000). Alternatively, parking fees can be
used to match the demand and supply of parking spaces, and to reduce
traffic (Marsden, 2006; Chung et al., 2011). Another option is the
temporary closure of a road to eliminate traffic for part of the day or the
season (Holding and Kreutner, 1998).
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Table 1
Strengths, weaknesses and unintended consequences of “push” measures aimed at limiting car use in natural settings.
Measure

Strengths

Weaknesses

Unintended consequences

Road pricing

Revenues raised for infrastructure maintenance and
resource protection

No decline in car use
Congestion at gates (if any)

Parking fees

Revenues raised for infrastructure maintenance and
resource protection
All traffic-related issues eliminated
Enhancement or creation of other recreational
activities (e.g. cycling)
Desired level of traffic

Public and political opposition
Burden on lower income groups
(regressive taxation)
Through traffic not affected

Road closure
Quota

Driving for pleasure impossible
Very efficient ATS required
No revenues
No revenues

Regardless of their specific strengths and weaknesses (see Section
2), however, these measures present a common drawback: their im
plementation does not necessarily guarantee the desired or acceptable
traffic levels: they either barely discourage driving or exclude traffic
altogether. In other words, a pricing scheme may end up not bringing
traffic below the level that is deemed acceptable, whereas a road clo
sure might eliminate traffic in contexts where some traffic would be
totally acceptable and even necessary to guarantee a wider spectrum of
recreational opportunities. A solution to this issue may come from the
adoption of a quota system, namely the imposition of an upper limit on
the number of vehicles that can enter a road on a given time frame (e.g.
hour, day).
While quotas are already enforced in various protected areas around
the world to limit visitor flows in highly sensitive environments (e.g.
daily quotas on wilderness permits in Yosemite National Park, USA)
(NPS, 2018), their use for controlling car traffic volumes is still very
limited and related scientific literature virtually nonexistent. Yet, the
definition of the right quota for a given road or road network is a very
relevant research topic, also considering the potential of an adequately
calibrated quota system to achieve an ideal tradeoff between access for
all users and environmental protection.
The inherent difficulty of estimating the right quota is associated
with the dynamic nature of a road system and therefore the lack of a
direct relationship between the number of vehicles entering the road
and the number of vehicles at different locations along the road and at
parking lots during the day. Such complexity can be handled by si
mulation tools and particularly agent-based models (ABMs) owing to
their ability to account for nonlinear interactions between multiple
individual entities (e.g. vehicles), heterogeneity among entities and
randomness (Bonabeau, 2002). ABMs have been used in various
transportation studies (Dia, 2002; Espie and Auberlet, 2007; Benenson
et al., 2008; Querini and Benetto, 2014; Liu et al., 2017), including in
outdoor recreational settings (Takama and Preston, 2008; Orsi and
Geneletti, 2016), where they have proved to offer considerable benefits
for the simulation of visitor movements (e.g. possibility to account for
feelings and preferences) compared to more traditional transportation
modeling techniques (Bishop and Gimblett, 2000; Nicholls et al., 2017;
Morelle et al., 2019).
This paper deals with the definition of a vehicle quota aimed at
minimizing the adverse impacts of private motorized traffic that have
been experienced over the last two decades on a scenic (and popular)
mountain road circling the Sella massif in the Dolomites (Italian Alps).
The approach used to identify the ideal quota(s) is novel for two rea
sons. Firstly, because a simple spatially-explicit ABM is specifically
developed to simulate vehicle movements along the road network given
rates of entrance in the network that are regulated by the quota.
Secondly, because different quotas are assessed based not only on their
ability to keep key traffic-related variables (i.e. congestion and demand
for parking space) within acceptable levels throughout the day, but also
on the acceptability of the modal splits they would induce. The study is
particularly relevant because its findings have supported the design of a

Congestion due to drivers unwilling to park slowing down
near attractions
Congestion before and after closure (on daytime
implementation)
Congestion at gates (if any)
Measure perceived as road closure (decline in visitation)
Congestion at gates (if any)

real quota system, which has been recently identified by local admin
istrations as the best policy option to guarantee the protection of nat
ural resources and recreational experiences. The contribution of the
paper is therefore not only to further improve the use of ABM models in
transport studies, but also to offer a concrete solution to the so-called
“tourism-traffic paradox” (Scuttari et al., 2019): the implementation
gap in policies aimed at mitigating tourism-related traffic.
2. A review of “push” measures for the reduction of car traffic in
natural areas
Policy measures aimed at transferring people from private vehicles
to ATS are commonly divided into “push” measures, which target the
use of the private vehicle trying to make it less attractive, and “pull”
measures, which instead target ATS, trying to make them more at
tractive. Among the former, four can be applied in natural areas: road
pricing, parking fees, road closures, and quotas. A summary of these
measures’ strengths, weaknesses, and unintended consequences is re
ported in Table 1.
Road pricing is a charge levied on drivers for the use of a road based
on the assumption that road space is a scarce resource, hence the use of
it by one individual prevents another one from using it, and that an
excessive demand generates costs associated with longer trip times
(Pigou, 1918; Morrison, 1986). By implementing a pricing scheme on a
popular/scenic road, managers of a park or an outdoor recreational
area, in general, can then reduce demand and avoid congestion (Steiner
and Bristow, 2000), plus they can raise revenues to be used for a variety
of purposes (e.g. improvement of a shuttle bus system), including
coverage of costs due to overuse of infrastructures and natural resources
(Rosenthal et al., 1984). Road pricing in officially protected areas may
also be applied indirectly by means of entrance fees, provided these are
adequately differentiated between car users and pedestrians (or cy
clists).
Unfortunately, road pricing may face a strong public and political
opposition (Kendal et al., 2010), also because it implies equity issues in
the form of an excessive burden on lower-income classes as well as
visitors from nearby areas, for whom the road fee would represent a
higher share of the total trip cost (Eckton, 2003). Moreover, the pre
sence of gates where fees are collected may generate congestion pro
blems at the entrance of the area the measure is intended to preserve
(Eckton, 2003). On top of that, (reasonable) fees do not guarantee that
traffic volumes will be maintained within acceptable levels because the
demand for visits to natural attractions is relatively inelastic (Clawson
and Knetsch, 1966; Shultz, Pinazzo and Cifuentes, 1998; Reynisdottir,
Song and Agrusa, 2008).
Parking fees are another pricing scheme aimed at matching the
supply and demand of a limited resource, namely parking space. The
economic rationale behind their adoption is that free parking, by sti
mulating people to drive to a destination (Weinberger, 2012) and to
roam around searching for a parking space (Shoup, 2006), generates a
negative externality (i.e. congestion) that everybody pays for in terms
2
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of longer travel times (Inci, 2015).
Parking fees are common practice in many outdoor recreational
areas, they are generally well received by visitors (Chung et al., 2011)
and represent a viable option to raise funds for the maintenance of
infrastructures. A major limitation of this measure is that it does not
intercept through traffic, hence a road’s capacity might be system
atically exceeded even in the presence of expensive parking fees.
The closure of a road or road section on specific days (e.g. Sundays)
or periods (e.g. peak season) is a relatively common practice in pro
tected areas and other popular natural areas (Cullinane, 1997; Holding
and Kreutner, 1998). It has the fundamental merit of eliminating all car
traffic and related issues, and it is inherently equitable: provided some
exceptions may apply (e.g. residents, disabled people), no selection is
made based on income or willingness-to-pay. Among problems of clo
sure to any motorized personal vehicle are the complete elimination of
the possibility to drive for pleasure (although other recreational op
portunities might be benefited by that) and impaired accessibility if
adequate ATS (i.e. cheap and frequent) are not implemented. Moreover,
when a road connecting two neighboring regions is closed in the central
part of the day (e.g. 9–16), traffic may get congested right before and
after closure as many take their chance to move from one region to the
other.
Vehicle quota systems have been implemented in some overcrowded
cities (e.g. Singapore) as limits on the total number of vehicles owned
by the local population at a given time in an attempt to curb trafficrelated issues (Koh and Lee, 1994). Quotas in outdoor recreational areas
can be implemented as daily or hourly limits on the number of vehicles
entering a road so that traffic and parking lot occupancy rates are al
ways within the acceptable levels given environmental and social
conditions. Similar to what happens with the release of wilderness
permits in US national parks (NPS, 2018), the right to drive on a road
can be granted on a first-come-first-served basis, upon previous re
servation or a mix of both.
The implementation of the system may not be straightforward
though and, in the absence of modern technology (e.g. online re
servation, license plate scanners) and adequate road infrastructure (e.g.
detours for unadmitted vehicles), the control of passes might create
congestion at the gates. Finally, communication is fundamental as some
drivers may interpret the limit as a closure and turn down the visit.

congestion, noise, parking in undesignated areas) and tough questions
about how to handle visitor flows in a sustainable way.
Various traffic management strategies have been assessed in the
area for 20 years now, also through the elaboration of ad hoc scientific
studies (Pechlaner et al., 2004; Pörnbacher, 1995; Scuttari and Bassani,
2015). Nevertheless, it was only after the Dolomites have been in
scribed onto the UNESCO World Heritage list (2009), that a pilot pro
ject for traffic management was finally implemented on-site to dis
courage the use of private vehicles and favor the use of public transport.
The pilot project, called #Dolomitesvives (“living Dolomites”), was
launched in the summer of 2017 on the roads leading to Passo Sella,
and involved access restrictions for private vehicles (and improved bus
service) from 9 AM to 4 PM one day a week. This specific measure was
selected based on the results of a stated preference study commissioned
by the Dolomites UNESCO Foundation aimed at assessing people’s at
titudes towards different management policies (Scuttari et al., 2019).
The study had shown that a combination of road closures and improved
bus service could be not just effective but also moderately well received
by visitors. Other options, such as quotas or road tolls, had been
deemed problematic by local administrations owing to various feasi
bility issues (e.g. equity of fees). Nevertheless, a higher-than-expected
percentage of visitors turning down their travel to the pass in 2017
(Scuttari et al., 2018b) encouraged administrators to reconsider a pre
viously discarded option, namely the quota system. The present study
was conducted to support the design of such a system, which was then
tested in July-August 2018, in the framework of the #Dolomitesvives
initiative’s second round.
4. Method
The approach to the identification of the right quota involved four
steps (Fig. 2), as follows:
1) Development of an ABM to simulate the movement of vehicles along
the road network;
2) Definition of objectives, indicators and standards of quality to assess
the impact of different quota levels;
3) Running of multiple simulations to identify the most suitable quota
level based on the previously defined indicators and standards;
4) Analysis of visitors’ acceptability of the previously identified quota.

3. Study area

Each of the four steps is described in detail in the sections below.

This study focuses on the area of the Sella massif in the Dolomites
(Eastern Italian Alps) and particularly the scenic and extremely popular
road that circles it. The road connects four passes - Passo Sella
(2240 m), Passo Gardena-Gröden (2136 m), Passo Campolongo
(1875 m) and Passo Pordoi (2239 m) – enabling basic trips from valley
to valley and also what is often called “Sellaronda” tour, a 58 km long
circular trip taken by around 14% of road travelers (Scuttari and
Bassani, 2015) (Fig. 1). From a transportation perspective, the passes
have multiple functions: they work as logistical connections between
adjacent valleys, but also as tourist attractions in the form of panoramic
terraces from which to enjoy spectacular landscapes or departure points
for a variety of excursions (e.g. hikes and rock climbs during the
summer season, ski tours in winter). For other active tourists (e.g. cy
clists) they may be the endpoint of challenging journeys from valley
floors. The technical features of the road along with the recorded vo
lume of traffic make these multiple functions hardly coexist. For in
stance, the road section climbing to the Sella Pass is between 5.60 and
6.00 m wide and 7% steep (Provincial Road Office of the Autonomous
Province of Bolzano, data available on demand), and it is traveled by an
average 3500 motorized vehicles per day in summer months (ASTAT,
2019). For a matter of comparison, cyclists are around 600 a day in the
same period (Scuttari, 2019). The tourist popularity of these places –
testified by the evident link between overnight stays and traffic data
(Scuttari, 2019) - has led, over the years, to significant issues (i.e.

4.1. The model
4.1.1. Purpose, entities and state variables
The model, which was built in NetLogo (Wilensky, 1999) and is
described here following the widely accepted ODD (Overview, Design
concepts, Details) protocol (Grimm et al., 2010), aims to simulate traffic
and parking lot occupancy rates throughout the day as a function of the
number of vehicles allowed to enter the study area every hour from the
various gates. The model was developed and calibrated considering
traffic flows monitored during weekdays of July and August, that is
when the measure would be implemented. Although the model simu
lates traffic along the entire road circling the Sella massif, accuracy is
only guaranteed on road sections leading to the Sella and GardenaGröden passes as these entirely fall within the territories of Provinces
willing to implement the quota system.
Two agent types are considered – private vehicles and buses – whose
state variables are reported in Table 2. Private vehicles may be cars or
motorbikes and be driven by residents (i.e. people living in the ad
ministrative Provinces hosting the study area) or tourists (i.e. people
living elsewhere). Mode and residence affect the behavior of this agent
type (e.g. average time spent at destination, acceleration) as observed
in reality. Buses represent the ATS serving the road network (cable
ways, though existing in the study area, are not considered in the
3
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Fig. 1. The area of the Sella massif in the Eastern Italian Alps, with the famous road running around it and the four passes the road goes through: Sella, GardenaGröden, Campolongo and Pordoi. This study primarily focuses on road sections leading to the first two.

Fig. 2. Four-step process aimed at the definition of the appropriate quota: a basic ABM for the simulation of vehicle movements along the road network is developed
(1); objectives, indicators and standards of quality to assess the impact of different quota levels are defined and implemented in the ABM (2); multiple simulations are
run to identify the most suitable quota level according to indicators and standards (3); the visitors’ acceptability of the ideal quota is assessed according to the modal
split it induces (4).
4
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Table 2
State variables assigned to the model’s entities (measurement units are in parentheses, when available).
Entity

State variables

Variability

Private vehicle

Origin (i.e. gateway valley); destination (i.e. pass); mode (i.e. car or motorbike); visitor type (i.e. resident or
tourist); itinerary (i.e. pass or valley on the other side of the pass); speed factor (m s−1); acceleration factor (m
s−2);
Speed (m s−1); distance from vehicle ahead (m); distance from junctions (m); curvature of the road ahead
(degrees)
Time spent at destination (s)

Constant (established when the agent is
created)

Bus

Grid cell

Origin (i.e. gateway valley); destination (i.e. pass); time spent at bus stop (s)
Speed (m s−1); distance from vehicle ahead (m); distance from bus stop (m); curvature of the road ahead
(degrees)
Presence/absence of road, parking lot or bus stop; distance to key locations (e.g. villages) (m)
Number of parked vehicles

Change at each time step
Constant (established when the agent reaches
the parking lot)
Constant (established when the agent is
created)
Change at each time step
Constant (established in the setup phase)
Changes at each time step

model).
The environment is represented by a grid of 414 × 454 cells, each
covering an area of 625 m2 (25-m side). Cells corresponding to roads
are assigned values of path distance to key locations (e.g. villages on the
valley floors), whereas cells corresponding to parking lots are assigned
state variables reporting the number of parked vehicles. One time step
in the model represents one second in the reality and simulations are
run for 12 h (43,200 time steps): from 7 AM to 7 PM (traffic beyond this
slot is negligible).

Buses are generated at the four entrances according to the real
schedule, they are assigned a destination, to which they travel (the
driving behavior is handled by a submodel), stopping at the designated
bus stops. They are removed from the simulation once they have
reached their destination.
The order in which an agent performs different actions is fixed (e.g.
a vehicle moves to the destination, stops at the parking lot and travels
back), but the order in which different agents perform a specific action
(e.g. move along the road) is shuffled at each time step.

4.1.2. Process overview and scheduling
The model encompasses a limited series of processes for both pri
vate vehicles and buses (Fig. 3). Private vehicles are generated at the
four entrances of the study area at a rate controlled by a dedicated
submodel, which also assigns vehicles a mode, visitor type and itinerary
based on real-world observations. Vehicles travel to the destination (the
driving behavior is handled by a submodel) and may do brief stops
along the way depending on their preferences and contingent condi
tions (i.e. crowding). Once at the destination, they occupy a parking
space for a time that is a function of their characteristics (e.g. mode)
and time of arrival. When time is up, they update their destination
variable (i.e. destination = origin) and travel back to their origin,
where they are eventually removed from the simulation.

4.1.3. Design concepts
Design concepts, as defined in the ODD protocol (Grimm et al.,
2010), are presented in Table 3.
4.1.4. Details
At time step t = 0, no agents populate the study area. They are
created as the simulation runs according to vehicle arrival rates ob
served in the reality and the quota imposed by the user (see below). The
model relies on three submodels for vehicle generation, driving and
parking, as follows.
Vehicle generation. New vehicles are generated at the study area’s
four entrances (Fig. 4) between 7 AM and 2 PM: all traffic after 2 PM is
assumed to be made up of vehicles that started their trip earlier during

Fig. 3. Model’s schedule showing actions performed by the two agent types - private vehicles and buses – from the time they are generated (G) till the time they are
removed from the simulation (R). Private vehicles perform three main activities: they travel to/from the destination (speed determined by vehicle type, traffic, road
curvature and speed limit) and spend time at the destination (time determined by real-world visitation statistics and time of arrival). Buses travel (speed determined
by traffic, road curvature and speed limit) except when they are at a stop (S).
5
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Table 3
Design concepts as defined in the ODD protocol (Grimm et al., 2010).
Design concept

Description

Basic principles

The study area is modeled as a closed system with four sources/sinks of vehicles corresponding to the four entrances. The overall behavior of private vehicles
(e.g. where to go) does not change depending on the amount of vehicles in the system.
Queues emerge as vehicles adapt their speed to that of the vehicle ahead. This is particularly evident at junctions and bus stops, and when traffic volumes are
higher.
Private vehicles move towards cells that are closer to their destination, make brief stops along the way if parking space is available and define the time to spend
at the destination based on time left to the end of the day.
Agent’s movement is driven by the goal of minimizing path distance (i.e. distance along the road) from destination.
Agents do not change their adaptive traits over time.
Agents do not have predictive abilities.
Agents can evaluate the curvature of the road ahead, perceive a vehicle (and which type of vehicle) is ahead of them, assess if roadside stopping places have free
parking spaces.
Direct interactions take place on the road, where vehicles adapt their speed to vehicles ahead, and at roadside stopping places, which vehicles enter only if there
is space available.
The speed and acceleration factors (i.e. initial speed and acceleration level) of private vehicles, as well as time spent at roadside stopping places are modelled
stochastically according to normal distributions. Mode, visitor type and itinerary are assigned stochastically based on real-world observations.
Cars and motorbikes are not separate collectives as they share the same state variables.
The number of vehicles at main parking lots, the average speed of vehicles, the hourly number of vehicles exiting the study area from the four entrances and the
hourly number of vehicles not allowed to enter the study area are monitored throughout the simulation.

Emergence
Adaptation
Objectives
Learning
Prediction
Sensing
Interaction
Stochasticity
Collectives
Observation

the day. When the model is run under current conditions (i.e. no quota),
the hourly rate of vehicle generation reflects the arrival rate of vehicles
observed in reality. When a quota is imposed (as a percentage of today’s
traffic volumes), vehicle generation between 7 AM and 9 AM is un
altered (the quota would be effective after 9 AM), whereas after 9 AM
the total number of vehicles allowed to enter after that time (expressed
as a percent reduction from current conditions) is equally distributed
across the five hours between 9 AM and 2 PM.
As soon as a vehicle is generated, it is assigned a mode, visitor type
and itinerary according to the characteristics and choices of real visi
tors. Regarding itinerary, it is assumed that visitors have only two op
tions: they either reach a pass, spend some time there and return, or
they cross the pass, reach the opposite valley, spend some time there
and return (Fig. 4). The possibility of crossing two or more passes was
discarded for a matter of simplicity because the monitoring of visitor
trips had shown that only a very limited share of all visitors (about
16%) choose this option (Scuttari and Bassani, 2015).
Driving. During the driving phase, decision-making is limited to
following the road and maintaining a safety distance from the pre
ceding vehicle, similar to what implemented in pioneering cellular
automata transportation models (Nagel and Schrekenberg, 1992) and in
queueing simulation (Charypar et al., 2007). At each time step, driving
vehicles move towards the adjacent road cell that is closest to their
current destination. Vehicles accelerate (up to the speed limit) when
they are on a straight road section or are exiting a curve (i.e. when the
curvature of the road ahead is progressively declining), whereas they
slow down when entering a curve (i.e. when the curvature of the road

ahead is progressively increasing) or they are approaching a junction or
a pass. The acceleration of each vehicle is given by the basic individual
acceleration potential established at the beginning of the simulation
(based on random normal distributions for private vehicles, constant for
buses) and a factor inversely related to speed (i.e. acceleration de
creases as speed increases). Acceleration is highest for motorbikes,
followed by cars and buses. For example, at moderate speeds, mo
torbikes have an acceleration that is 10% higher than that of cars (i.e.
every second the speed of a motorbike increases 10% more than that of
a car), whereas buses have one that is 5% lower than that of cars.
Deceleration is given by the summation of two factors: a fixed one and
one inversely related to road curvature.
Cars and buses adapt their speed to that of the vehicle ahead
(overtaking is never allowed), whereas motorbikes do so only when
they are on a curve (i.e. they overtake on straight road sections). The
slope does not have an impact on vehicle speed.
The submodel was calibrated by adjusting acceleration and decel
eration parameters, both the fixed ones (constants) and those associated
with speed and road curvature, until travel times between known points
(e.g. a junction and a pass) reflected real ones as calculated on Google
Maps.
Parking. Vehicles reaching their destination (i.e. passes and valley
floors) park by simply moving on a parking cell adjacent to the road
(the parking cell keeps track of how many cars are parked at any given
moment). Neither queues nor a shortage of parking spaces are simu
lated because, in the reality, people park on roadsides as soon as the
official parking lots are full. Once the vehicle is parked, the specific
Fig. 4. Layout of the simulated road net
work showing origins and destinations of
agents. Agents are generated at the four
corners of the study area and are assigned a
direction reflecting one of the two passes
adjacent to the origin (e.g. agents generated
in Fassa Valley can travel towards either
Sella Pass or Pordoi Pass). Once at a pass,
they can keep going and reach the opposite
valley or stop. Although the whole study
area was considered, the model is accurate
on the north western part only (passes in
dicated with darker color), where a real
quota system is under consideration by local
administrations.
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4.1.6. Data
Data used to build and calibrate the model are summarized in
Table 4. Spatial data were used to define the characteristics of the study
area, including the exact shape of roads, the location of bus stops and
the capacity of parking lots. Traffic data, from both official statistics
and authors’ analyses (e.g. Google Maps, video footage), were used to
estimate the flows of vehicles and modal splits, and to calibrate,
quantitatively and qualitatively, the model as explained in the previous
section.

time spent at the destination is computed according to a random normal
distribution that is a function of mode (i.e. on average, car users tend to
stay longer than motorbike users) and time of arrival (i.e. people must
return before the end of the day, hence length of stay computed ac
cording to the above-mentioned distribution can never exceed the dif
ference between 6 PM and the time of arrival), based on real-world
observations (i.e. average time of stay for car users is three to five
hours, depending on the destination, compared to only one hour for
motorbike users).
Vehicles approaching roadside stopping places make a brief stop if
they have not done so already (i.e. only one stop along the way is ad
mitted), at least one parking space is available and feel like stopping (as
defined by a random probability).

4.2. Definition of objectives, indicators and standards of quality
The most pressing issues associated with car traffic in the study area
are traffic congestion (i.e. a considerable percentage of cars traveling at
low speeds in various sections of the road network) and excessive de
mand for parking space (i.e. official parking capacity systematically
exceeded), which determine a broad array of environmental and social
problems impoverishing visitor recreational experience. Congestion
leads to increased travel times and pollution, whereas the shortage of
parking spaces results in the occupation (and damage) of roadside
spaces, visual intrusion, and further congestion. Hence, the adopted
quota should make sure that: traffic congestion affects only a minor
share of vehicles at any time of the day and parking lot capacity is never
exceeded during the day. The indicators selected to measure the per
formance of a quota concerning these objectives are:

4.1.5. Calibration
While the driving submodel was calibrated independently as spe
cified above, the overall model was calibrated by adjusting the random
components of time spent at destinations so that the number of vehicles
exiting the area every hour (time-series calibration) from the four gates
during the afternoon (i.e. 1–2 PM, 2–3 PM, etc.) and the maximum
number of vehicles at the parking lots on the passes were consistent
with what observed in the field. A best-fit calibration approach was
selected: parameter values were sought for that minimized the sum of
squares of the differences between the real and the predicted counts of
vehicles exiting the area in the different time slots. Additionally, it was
ensured that the maximum number of vehicles at the passes as pre
dicted by the model did not exceed what observed in reality.
In the absence of accurate hourly information on the distribution of
vehicles along the road network, qualitative analyses were also per
formed to make sure patterns observed in the reality (e.g. queues at
junctions) were adequately simulated by the model.

- share (%) of vehicles traveling at speed below 15 km h−1 out of all
vehicles traveling along the road network in a given moment;
- number of cars (not motorbikes) parked at (and around) parking lots
on the passes.
The standards assumed to ascertain the actual achievement of the
objectives are: 2% for the congestion goal, and 300 (Passo Sella) and

Table 4
Data used in the study with specification of their sources and whether they were used for model design or calibration.
Type of data
Spatial data
National and provincial roads

Parking areas and capacities
Bus stops
Speed limits
Census and traffic data
Traffic flows on mountain
pass roads (private
vehicles)
Schedule of public transport
(buses)
O-D matrix
(private vehicles)
Preferred transport mode
Time spent at destination
Travel time
Traffic patterns

Data description

Source

Data usage

Shapefiles of national roads (SS242, SS243, SS244, SS248)
located in the region Trentino-Alto Adige and one provincial
road (SR48) located in the Province of Belluno (Veneto
region).
Location of public and private parking lots within the study
area (with data about their capacities) as of 2018.
Location of all bus stops along the roads of the study area as
of 2018.
Georeferenced data about speed limits and restrictions along
the road network as of 2018.

Spatial data services of the Autonomous Province of BolzanoBozen (APoB, 2018) and EURAC’s database.

Design

Municipalities (data available on demand) and Google Maps.

Design

Spatial data services of the Autonomous Province of BolzanoBozen (APoB, 2018), Google Maps and Streeview.
Own observations.

Design

Hourly inbound and outbound flows (and average speed) of
light vehicles (motorcycles, cars and small vans) during
working days in July and August 2016 at 5 monitoring
stations (BZ 41, BZ 43, BZ 46, TN 126, TN 176) located on
state roads in Trentino and South Tyrol.
Official schedule of buses along roads leading to Sella and
Gardena-Gröden passes on weekdays in July and August
2018.
Average daily transit traffic flows on the state road of the
Sella mountain pass collected with specific cameras during
July 26th to August 23rd 2017.
Transport mode chosen by visitors to reach the Sella pass
(modal split).
Average time spent by visitors on the Sella pass in July and
August 2017 (data used as a proxy for visits to the GardenaGröden Pass).
Travel times between key points along the road network (e.g.
junctions, passes)
Occurrence of queues and congestion along the road network
on an average day

Provincial Institute of Statistics (ASTAT, 2019) of the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano-Bozen (ApoB) and
Provincial service for road and railway works, Autonomous
Province of Trento (ApoT) (data available on demand).

Design and
calibration

Public transport companies of APoT and APoB (http://www.
ttesercizio.it; www.sii.bz.it).

Design

Provincial Service for road and railway, ApoT (Scuttari et al.,
2018a, p. 22–27).

Design

Project report based on a survey conducted in 2014 (Scuttari
and Bassani, 2015).
Project report based on a survey conducted in 2014 (Scuttari
and Bassani, 2015).

Design

Google Maps

Calibration

Video taken by one of the authors using a motorbike and a
helmet camera

Calibration
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Fig. 5. a. Current and projected hourly traffic inflows at the Badia, Gardena-Gröden and Fassa entrances under quotas of −5%, −10%, −15%, and −20%. Inflows at
the Badia and Fassa entrances only consider vehicles travelling to the Gardena-Gröden and Sella passes, respectively. b. Current and projected hourly traffic inflows at
the Badia, Gardena-Gröden and Fassa entrances under quotas of −25%, −30%, −35%, and −40%. Inflows at the Badia and Fassa entrances only consider vehicles
travelling to the Gardena-Gröden and Sella passes, respectively.

120 (Passo Gardena) for the parking goal. The former reflects the
background congestion that is observed even with low traffic levels,
mostly due to the presence of junctions slowing down vehicles. The
latter represent the number of parking spaces currently available at the
two passes.
The model was slightly modified so that it could monitor the above
indicators at each time step throughout the simulation and compute
hourly averages that would ultimately be used for assessing the effects
of a quota.

data on both congestion and number of parked vehicles, indicator
averages for the eight scenarios were compared, on an hourly basis, to
relevant values obtained from simulations run under current conditions
(status quo). Ideal quota level(s) were identified as those producing
outcomes that comply with the standards presented in Section 4.2
during the entire day.
4.4. Analysis of acceptability
The appropriateness and success of vehicle quotas in a recreational
area lie in their ability to reduce (or eliminate) traffic-related issues
through a sensible moderation of vehicle inflows, while making sure
that occupants of rejected vehicles accept to shift from private vehicles
to other, more sustainable, transport modes (e.g. buses, bicycles), rather
than leaving the area. This possibility was tested by simulating, on an
hourly basis, the modal split induced by the quota using a Nested Logit
model, whose parameters had been estimated through a survey con
ducted in the study area in the summer of 2014 (parameter estimates
are presented in the Appendix) (Scuttari et al., 2019). The model con
siders three alternatives – private vehicle, bus, abandon the area – and
five attributes pertaining to the cost, hours of access, ease of access, use

4.3. Simulations
Eight quotas (scenarios) were considered corresponding to overall
traffic reductions (after 9 AM) of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%
and 40%, respectively. While the most extreme of these scenarios might
seem inappropriate from the point of view of traditional traffic man
agement, they are consistent with the idea of curbing traffic volumes in
a context characterized by very limited road space, high environmental
sensitivity and high incidence of motorcycling tourism. Five replicate
simulations were run for each scenario and the average of indicator
scores across a scenario’s replicates computed. Given the lack of hourly
8
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(Table 5).
The implementation of the quota system could reduce parking lot
occupancy rates, in a way that is proportional to overall traffic reduc
tion, and delay the moment of maximum occupancy (from the 1-2PM
slot to the 2-3PM slot at Sella Pass and from the 12-1PM slot to the 12PM slot at Gardena-Gröden Pass) (Fig. 7). The latter effect would be
mostly associated with milder traffic reductions (−5% to −25%) as in
that case traffic flows in the early afternoon would surpass those of the
status quo. While even 10% traffic reductions would ensure good
conditions at parking lots during most of the day, a −35% quota might
be needed to make sure current parking lot capacity is never exceeded.
Hence, taking into account the outcomes of the congestion analysis, the
−35% quota seems that guaranteeing the full achievement of man
agement objectives (Table 5).
Modal splits that would be induced by the −25%, −30% and
−35% quotas are presented in Fig. 8. As expected, the number of ve
hicles abandoning the area because of the quotas would be higher in the
first three hours of restriction, when the actual probability of entering
the road on one’s own vehicle is considerably low (i.e. a mere 50–60%
between 10 and 11 AM). In this time frame, up to 65 vehicles
(equivalent to about 150 people) in Gardena-Gröden Valley and about
30 vehicles (equivalent to 70 people) in both Fassa and Badia Valleys
might give up their visit on an hourly basis. However, these figures may
be reduced considerably by simply improving the bus service. For ex
ample, under a −35% quota, shifting from a 30-minute to a 15-minute
bus frequency might reduce the number of abandoning vehicles in the
10–11 AM time slot from 65 to 47 in Gardena-Gröden Valley, from 34 to
24 in Fassa Valley and from 27 to 17 in Badia Valley. Simultaneously,
the number of vehicles whose passengers would shift to the bus would
increase from 280 to 350 in Gardena-Gröden Valley, from 146 to 178 in
Fassa Valley and from 114 to 146 in Badia Valley. The enforcement of
stricter quotas (i.e. shifting from −25% to −30% to −35%) would
have a stronger effect on the number of entering vehicles (which would
decline) and the number of bus riders (which would increase) than the
number of abandoning vehicles (which would increase). Moreover, it is
interesting to observe that the number of private vehicles “willing” to
enter the road is markedly lower than the threshold imposed by the
quota and that the summation of these vehicles and vehicles that would
abandon the area is generally below, or slightly above (when bus fre
quency is 30 min), that threshold. This means that, given today’s visitor
preferences, clear information about the quota system and an adequate
bus service could shift enough people to the bus to potentially allow all
those who are determined to drive (i.e. everyone except those who
would choose the bus) to do so.

level (i.e. road traffic for the private vehicle option, crowding onboard
for the bus option) of the transportation alternatives, and expected
crowding at the passes. In particular, ease of access for the private
vehicle option refers to the quota and is measured as the probability of
being allowed to enter the road with the private vehicle.
One modal split was estimated for each of the ideal quota levels,
each gateway (i.e. Badia Valley, Gardena-Gröden Valley, Fassa Valley),
each of the five hours between 9 AM and 2 PM, and each of three
frequencies of bus service (i.e. 30, 20, 15 min), considering no cost for
the private vehicle (i.e. no road toll), a 2 euro round trip ticket for the
bus (i.e. in line with current prices and the availability of discount
cards), no road closures (i.e. vehicles can enter at any time up to the
fulfillment of the quota), an extended bus service (i.e. 9 AM to 7 PM),
medium traffic on the road and medium levels of crowding both on the
buses and at the passes. As to the probability of entering the road be
cause of the quota, a different value was considered for each of the five
hours between 9 AM and 2 PM, reflecting the ratio of the number of
vehicles allowed to enter on an hourly basis to the number of vehicles
entering in that specific hour under normal conditions.
5. Results
The impact of quotas on the flow of vehicles entering the three
valleys with direct access to the Sella and Gardena-Gröden passes is
summarized in Fig. 5a and b (only traffic moving to the GardenaGröden Valley is considered in the first and last columns because that
would be subject to restrictions). Two elements are evident. The first
one, as per the design of the quota system, is the replacement of the
morning peak by a constant inflow of vehicles. The number of vehicles
entering the valleys between 10AM and 11AM (i.e. the busiest time
slot) would decline by between 50 (−5% quota) and 100 units (−40%
quota) in Badia Valley, between 120 (−5%) and 270 units (−40%) in
Gardena-Gröden Valley, and between 60 (−5%) and 130 units (−40%)
in Fassa Valley. The second element is the fact that, as long as the
overall vehicle reduction is moderate (i.e. up to −25%), some of the
traffic not allowed during the morning hours is compensated by extra
traffic in the early afternoon. For traffic reduction of 5–10%, this
compensation is considerable, meaning that overall traffic is mostly
redistributed rather than reduced. Moreover, graphs show how quotas,
while simply targeting morning traffic, might affect also afternoon
traffic in terms of both volume (i.e. less vehicles) and trend (i.e. shifted
peak) as this is mostly return traffic. The afternoon peak would decline
by between 80 (−5%) and 100 units (−40%) in Badia Valley, between
90 (−5%) and 150 units (−40%) in Gardena-Gröden Valley, between
60 (−5%) and 80 units (−40%) in Fassa Valley, and generally shift to
the 4PM-5PM and 5PM-6PM slots (Fig. 5b).
All quota levels might considerably reduce congestion problems in
the morning hours, bringing the share of slow-traveling vehicles in the
10-11AM slot from 6% (status quo) to 2.5% or less (Fig. 6). While a
comprehensive look at curves for the eight scenarios highlight an ex
pected negative correlation between traffic reduction and congestion
(i.e. the stronger the reduction the lesser the congestion), an hour-byhour analysis shows stronger traffic reductions might cause slightly
worse congestion problems than lighter reductions in some parts of the
day (e.g. −40% quota compared to −30% and −35% quotas in the last
part of the day). Even more interestingly, a comparison between the
status quo and the −5% curve suggests traffic redistribution, rather
than traffic reduction, is the key contribution of the quota system to
easing congestion. In fact, under the −5% quota, an overall amount of
vehicles slightly smaller than that of the status quo would flow
smoothly during the entire day, with only minor congestion problems
between 12PM and 2PM (when the quota system would let more ve
hicles in). The −40% scenario is the only one under which congestion
would remain within the previously defined standard (2%) throughout
the day, though conditions would still be acceptable with reductions of
−25% to −35% (i.e. 2.16% of slow-traveling vehicles at most)

6. Discussion
The contribution of this study to the transport policy literature is
twofold. From an empirical perspective, it shows whether and how a
quota system might address some of natural areas’ traffic-related issues,
hence improving environmental protection and the quality of visitor
experience. From a policy and management perspective, it proposes an
approach protected area and tourism managers can follow to identify
the right quota for a specific context.
Our study has shown that relatively moderate traffic reductions and
a redistribution of inflows can achieve great results in terms of limiting
traffic-related issues. On the Sellaronda network, for example, a 10 to
25% overall traffic reduction is enough to handle most of congestion
and parking problems, though a 35% reduction may be needed to
comply with the standards imposed by the local context. These numbers
are totally consistent with findings of similar studies – for example,
Lawson et al. (2003) found that excluding around 50% of vehicles
normally entering Arches National Park may be needed to achieve
management objectives – and not too different from those expected
from road pricing schemes in various cities (Bureau and Glachant,
2008; Börjesson et al., 2012).
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Fig. 5. (continued)

Fig. 6. Traffic congestion, measured as the share of vehicles traveling at speed below 15 km/h, between 8 AM and 6 PM under different quota levels.
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traffic volume is negligible (−5%). This suggests managers could
minimize transport-related nuisance, and possibly the impact of visitors
at the destination (Lawson et al., 2009; Orsi and Geneletti, 2016),
without necessarily reducing the overall number of vehicles entering a
road system during the day if they only were able to regulate the hourly
vehicle inflow according to the road network’s capacity. While such
strategy would still levy a burden on visitors as it would require some of
them to anticipate or postpone their visit according to the available
slots, it would allow everybody to drive through an area, possibly
limiting the economic losses of businesses located along the restricted
section of the road (e.g. restaurants, souvenir shops, etc.). Clearly, this
would only be possible if existing traffic volumes were somewhat
manageable and visitors had a certain degree of flexibility, which may
not be the case in very popular destinations offering specific recrea
tional opportunities (e.g. hikers may want to be at the trailhead rela
tively early).
Simulations suggest the overall traffic reduction imposed by the
quota system would have different effects on congestion and parking lot
occupancy. Congestion would generally decline as quotas become
stricter, though reversals might be observed in some parts of the day
owing to the complex interactions between vehicles and the road as
well as among vehicles (Fig. 6). For example, less traffic may facilitate
higher speeds in one section of the network, but these can generate a
temporary slowdown in another section (see, e.g. Scuttari, 2019).

Table 5
Effectiveness of the different quotas in terms of their ability to achieve (Yes) or
not achieve (No) the management objectives (standards of quality).
Quota

−5%
−10%
−15%
−20%
−25%
−30%
−35%
−40%

Achievement of management objectives
Congestiona

Parking capacity (Sella)

Parking capacity (Gardena)

No
No
No
No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

a

While traffic reductions of −25% to −35% do not formally achieve the con
gestion objective, they get very close to it (2.16% slow-traveling vehicles in
stead of 2%) and can therefore be considered successful.

Moreover, our findings support the idea that a quota system may be
designed so as to not simply reduce traffic volumes, but also redis
tribute traffic inflows in a way that is deeply beneficial for an area.
Specifically, we observed that a hourly quota replacing the morning
traffic peak with a constant inflow of vehicles may substantially elim
inate traffic congestion, even when the actual reduction in overall

Fig. 7. Average number of cars parked at the Sella and Gardena-Gröden passes between 8 AM and 6 PM under different quota levels.
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Fig. 8. Hourly modal splits induced by the −25%, −30% and −35% quotas in the period 9 AM-2 PM for different bus services (i.e. bus every 30, 20, 15 min). Modal
shares are expressed in number of private vehicles equivalent (i.e. number of vehicles entering, number of vehicles whose passengers would get the bus, number of
vehicles abandoning the area) and the length of the bar represents the total number of vehicles that would enter the road in a given hour under normal conditions.
The horizontal line shows the number of vehicles allowed to enter every hour under a given quota.

drivers than the less crowded hours (excluding formally abandoning
visitors who may eventually be allowed to enter with their vehicles).
The approach that is proposed here for assessing the effectiveness of
different quota levels, based on the design of a simulation model and
the evaluation of simulated outputs against multiple standards to be
simultaneously met, is inspired by research in outdoor recreation
management (Lawson et al., 2003; Lawson, 2006; Hallo and Manning,
2010; Orsi and Geneletti, 2016). Our study has shown that simulation
modeling can indeed help describe visitor flows (e.g. traffic), monitor
hard to measure variables (e.g. traffic levels and parking occupancy at
each time of the day) and test the effectiveness of different management
practices (e.g. quota levels) (Lawson, 2006). The decision to use an ad
hoc agent-based model, rather than a common traffic simulation soft
ware package, was dictated by the consideration that restrictions im
posed at the gates of the study area reverberate, through repeated in
teractions (between vehicles and between vehicles and the road), across
time (i.e. morning to afternoon) and space (i.e. the road network)
(Espie and Auberlet, 2007). The peculiar patterns characterizing the
temporal evolution of congestion rates and, to a lesser extent, parking
space occupancy seem to confirm the appropriateness of this decision.
The decision to use an ABM, however, was also driven by the idea of
developing a tool that, once properly upgraded, could account for other
variables relevant to the management of protected areas, such as
crowding perception or visitor satisfaction (Bishop and Gimblett,
2000).
The analysis of model’s output against standards of quality is con
sistent with normative theory in the field of protected area management
(Manning and Krymkowski, 2010) and in line with studies assessing the
ability of traffic management measures to safeguard environmental
conditions (e.g. air quality) (Mitchell et al., 2005). Compared to what
Hallo and Manning (2010) did in a similar study, however, we assessed
the performance of different quota levels against fixed standards (e.g.
availability of parking spaces) rather than visitor perception of trafficrelated disturbance.

Although both absolute congestion figures and relative differences be
tween levels of congestion associated with different quotas may seem
low, it is worth noticing that the hourly averages considered in this
study capture congestion issues holding for relatively long time frames.
A one percent increase in traffic congestion, for example, means that if
1,000 vehicles are travelling over an hour, 10 (i.e. a 150–200 m queue)
are systematically slowed down.
The occupancy of parking spaces instead would be totally related to
overall traffic volume, with stricter quota levels being associated with
less parked vehicles at any time of the day (Fig. 7). This was expected as
the time spent at parking lots is generally only determined by the time
of arrival, not the amount of parked vehicles (unless ad hoc regulations
are enforced). However, the imposition of quotas letting higher num
bers of vehicles in during the late morning and early afternoon proved
capable of temporally shifting the peak of parking lot occupancy (in our
case, postponed by at least an hour). This may have management im
plications as the achievement (and exceeding) of parking capacity is
generally associated with the phenomenon known as “cruising for
parking” (Shoup, 2006), whose consequences (e.g. congestion, noise)
may negatively affect people at the destination (e.g. tourists having
lunch on the pass).
Our simulation of the modal split induced by the supposedly ideal
quota provides figures that are in line with what found in other studies
investigating the impact of traffic management measures in protected
areas (although our abandonment rates seem more optimistic) (e.g.
Steiner and Bristow, 2000; Sims et al., 2005). Moreover, it shows that a
reliable and efficient bus service (i.e. cheap, frequent, on time) com
bined with knowledge, among visitors, of the road restriction may free
up enough space on the road to accommodate all those who are firmly
determined to drive (Fig. 8), therefore eliminating traffic-related issues
while still guaranteeing the driving option. Moreover, the modal split
analysis also highlights that effective communication about the dif
ferent transport options has a major impact on the willingness to drive
(White, 2007), with the supposedly most crowded hours seeing less
12
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to the opposite valley and back): a considerable simplification, which is
nonetheless expected to grasp key visitation patterns in the area.
Due to time and resource constraints, the model was developed
relying mostly on available data (e.g. official traffic counts, geospatial
data), while new data were only acquired when strictly needed and
using “cheap” collection methods (e.g. video taken from a moving ve
hicle to detect traffic patterns along the entire road on an average highseason day). An ad hoc data collection campaign would have allowed us
to accurately monitor traffic flows and vehicle counts at several loca
tions across the whole study area, therefore supporting a better model
calibration.
The effects of different quota levels were assessed against a very
limited set of indicators (and standards). Although these capture the
traffic-related concerns of the local context (i.e. congestion and parking
demand), they dismiss, at least directly, other potentially relevant is
sues, such as noise and wildlife disturbance. The congestion indicator,
providing overall information for the entire road network based on a
unique speed limit (i.e. 15 km/h), was partly unable to detect localized
issues and to control for the impact of road design on traffic. A better
option would have encompassed separate indicators for different road
sections and/or a more complex metric that accounts for local road
characteristics (e.g. curvature, speed limit) (He et al., 2016). Finally,
indicator scores were aggregated on an hourly basis: a decision taken to
facilitate interpretation that, however, may have prevented us from
detecting short-term phenomena.

The introduction of a quota implies a considerable paradigm shift,
whose effects on visitors may be hard to predict. We attempted to in
terpret these by simulating the potential modal split introduced by the
quota as a function of visitors’ stated preferences, consistent with a
relatively long tradition of recreational studies predicting the likely
effects of different transport policies (Shiftan et al., 2006; Pettebone
et al., 2011; Orsi and Geneletti, 2014). The novelty of our approach lies
in the fact that the analysis was conducted on an hourly basis as the
“perceived” quota changes from hour to hour (i.e. a smaller percentage
of visitors is allowed to enter in the peak hours given a constant hourly
quota) and most visitors are likely unwilling to change their time of
visit from a more crowded to a less crowded hour.
Beyond the theoretical effectiveness of the proposed quota, its
translation into an actual quota system entails various technical ob
stacles. How to allocate visitors to different time slots? How to make
sure no congestion occurs at gateways? How to minimize the number of
visitors giving up on their visit? Communication is a pre-condition to
addressing these concerns: visitors must be aware of how the system
works well in advance of their arrival. Road signs, tourist information
(e.g. at tourist offices and hotels) and interactive apps should all be
used to make sure that only visitors who want (and have good prob
ability of being admitted) to drive can reach the gateway with their
vehicles. Legal and privacy issues related to accessibility restriction and
screening of license plates should also be considered. The most pro
mising approach to visitor allocation then seems to be a mixed one,
whereby for each hourly slot a given share of entrance permits are to be
reserved in advance, while another (smaller) share is distributed on a
first come first served basis. Visitors can choose whether they prefer to
book in advance for a given day and time slot or they just wish to show
up at the gateway to get one of the available permits. They could then
rely on a digital app for either advance booking or the monitoring of
hourly availability (the same information would also be available at all
tourist offices, hotels, etc. in the area via a web service).
While some infrastructural development may be needed to reduce
circulation issues at the gateway, such a system, once properly tested,
might guarantee a smooth access and limited abandonment rates, even
among those visitors who show the greatest attachment to the private
vehicle and its associated freedom (Hallo and Manning, 2009). Clearly,
adequate transportation alternatives (e.g. shuttle buses, e-bikes) are to
be provided (Holding and Kreutner, 1998; Orsi and Geneletti, 2014) to
encourage visitors to leave their vehicles. Such adequacy should be
established by considering people’s preferences towards different
transport modes (Shiftan et al., 2006; Orsi and Geneletti, 2014; Scuttari
et al., 2019) and the potential unintended consequences of the selected
alternatives (e.g. traffic congestion induced by an excessive number of
additional buses). Finally, a feedback loop should be established be
tween the simulation model and the real quota system, with the former
providing the ideal hourly inflows and the latter showing evidence of
the traffic consequences of such inflows, so that model design can be
improved. The first attempt to introduce the quota system on the road
to Passo Sella in the summer of 2018 showed how adopting some of
these measures (e.g. improvement of alternative transportation) but not
others (e.g. advanced reservation system) may lead to various issues
(e.g. congestion at gateways, dissatisfaction), which are still unsolved.
The limitations of this study are primarily related to the inherent
difficulty of designing a realistic and reliable ABM of traffic flows over a
large area. A compromise had to be found between the ambition of
describing all micro-events that may have an impact on the whole
system and the need to limit complexity. This required us to make some
choices. The wandering of vehicles around passes, for example, was
merely simulated as a general slowdown on a few hundred meters
around the passes. Similarly, the wide spectrum of specific itineraries
visitors could embark on was reduced to two (i.e. to the pass and back,

7. Conclusion
As tourism pressure in natural areas continues to increase, managers
and administrators may look more and more favorably at vehicle quota
systems for their ability to control traffic levels and therefore mitigate
related detrimental effects on natural resources and visitor recreational
experience. By analyzing the case of a popular road in the Italian Alps,
this study has provided a viable step-based approach to define the right
quota for a given context and shown the magnitude of the effects of
different quota levels on traffic. This was done through the develop
ment of a spatially-explicit ABM that offers the possibility to simulate at
a very high temporal resolution the movements of vehicles along a road
network like traditional traffic simulation models do, but is also flexible
enough to potentially monitor environmental and recreational variables
that matter in protected area management.
The design and implementation of an actual quota system, however,
requires some additional steps. On a purely technical-modeling level,
more advanced simulation tools are needed to accurately describe not
just the movement of private vehicles, but also the effects of alternative
transportation systems and circulation patterns around entrance gates.
On a management level, further considerations should be made about
the exact location of gateways, the design of surrounding areas (e.g.
parking lots and detours for rejected vehicles) and the methods of ac
cess reservation because all of these have major impacts on circulation
and ultimately the real effectiveness of the quota. Finally, the ideal
quota can only be evaluated in the light of an area’s tourism strategy,
which shall include incentives to green mobility and the provision of a
wide range of environmentally-friendly recreational opportunities.
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Appendix. . Parameter estimates considered in the discrete choice model used to simulate modal split given different quotas. The quotarelated variable, intended as the probability of being allowed to enter the road with the private vehicle, is highlighted in bold. For further
information about the stated preference survey conducted to obtain these estimates, readers can refer to Scuttari et al. (2019).

* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01

Variable

β

Std. Err.

Bus intercept
No go intercept
Λ
Toll
Bus fare
Road open
Road closed 11–13
Road closed 9–17
Bus service 8–19
Bus service 9–17
Bus service 10–18
Quota
Bus frequency
Little traffic
Medium traffic
Intense traffic
No crowding on bus
Medium crowding on bus
Intense crowding on bus
No crowding at the Pass
Medium crowding at the Pass
Intense crowding at the Pass

5.07**
2.35**
0.629**
−0.331**
−0.303**
0.776
0.224*
−1**
0.5364
−0.0514
−0.485**
0.0513**
−0.0318**
−0.01
0.147
−0.137
−0.1493
0.0123
0.137
−0.1464
−0.0876
0.234**

0.389
0.315
0.0482
0.0261
0.0238
0.107
0.117
0.0709
0.0801
0.00427
0.00356
0.0957
0.0976
0.0715
0.0717
0.0547
0.0573
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